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THE L`LTl.\~l.-\TE FIREFICHT
C'/ıangiııgHearts and_llı`nds

.\.\'D\' KERR

evBı. ıc .tnınıızs tonnıı ırıuınıua .una ı r ı ı . t › u ' at oddı ıríth the
best available science. The challeııgefor the consentıtion ıııoreıııent
is to more the public au-a_\-fimn seeingforestsandfire through the
eyes Q/'Bambi to ı'ieu*ingtheın through the Ienses ofscience and eco-
ııoıuı̀c.s. This mean: taking oıı thefire-iııtluıtritıicoıııple.ı'. ırhich iı
reı j ı ' content to fleece the tmtpqwer u'hı'/e tleıtroyiıtgforest: in the
ıımııe qfsaring them.

'

Coıısenatioııists
have to kill Snıokey Bear. \\'hile certaiuly ııo t a

slıon-tenıı nimıiııg public relations strategy. there may be ııo
otlıerway in the longtenn to actually save aııd restore forests. Yes. off-
ing Smokey Bear would be like ortleriııg a lıit oıı Santa Claus. tlıe
Easter Bıuıııy.or the Tootlı Fairy. Although all these icons are priıııa-
rily the domainofclıildretı. SmokeyBear isdiffereııt from them in two
inıponaııt respects.

First. at some point in their lives. most people stop believing in
Santa Claus. tlıe Easter Bunny. and the Tooth Fairy-but nearly all
American adults still believe iııSmokey Bear.

Second. otıly Smokey preaches a message that. when lıeeded by
otlıers. actually causes hann to the forest. (We shall leave aside con-
cenıs about juvenile icons that encouragc escessivematerialconsump-
tion. imply that rabbits layeggs. or condone the sellingof lnımaıı body
parts.) Smokey advocates certain policies that damage forests. waste
nu dollars. aııd actually ınakepeople less safe.

Smokey-'s iııdoctrinationhas been incredibly effective-98 percent
of Americans can fnıish the sentence that begins: "Only you. . _`
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Smokey is a creation of tlıeAdCouncil. an entity that seeks to do good
for good causes by marshaling advenisiııg industry talent to use their
ski1ls_at least once iıı a \\'hile-for a higher purpose than selling
ıuıııecessary and/or poorly madecrap that xweaks lıatoc on oıır indi-
\1̀ tIual aud collective waistliııes. pockethooks. aııd/or self-esteeııı.

Sıııokey slıould go back to sclıool and update his message. Its hap-
peııed before. Sıııokeys original 19-Hmessage was that all fires in the
forest were bad (_"Only you can pı'e\'ent_foı'esf fires"). Iıı2001. Snıokey
changed his tune. tlıeıı statiııg that there are both good and bad fires
("Only you can prevent u°il(lñres").“

Sıııokey Bearmay again beclıaııgiııg lıis ttuıe . When tımıiııg 60 iıı
200-i. lıesaid. "l don't proıııote tlıe suppıessionofxxildfwes or pı'escril›ed
fires . . .mymessage is to help preveııt ccııveless t\1 l̀dFu°esY Pı~escril›e(|fires
can be heııeficial to plants and animals and prevent tvildfircs if they are
done tuıdersıı/›eı1'ı̀ serIconditiı›ıısf" (eınphasisoıigiııal).-' IsSmokey now
iıı favoı'ofııo!sııppnessiııg \\'ildfires'? ls .\h'. Bearokay \\1̀ th ctırıjfiılwild-
fires? Tlıis doesn't make any sense to me either (as 00 is quite old for a
bear. perhaps lıe's losing his mind). .\ fire iıı the \\1`l(l started by nature.

or byan ıuıaııtlınrized lııunan. is now deeıned a "bad" ì u¬e. while a fire
set iıı tlıe \\1̀ ld bya dtıly autlıorized hıuııaıı is a "good" ñre. Its a stan.

.Ädrertisiııg theory says that lo sell a product. seı'\1̀ ce. oı ' concept.
its best to appeal to tlıe custonıeıfs beliefs ("\\'hat people think tlıe
\\'oı'lt| is lil<e") aııd values ("guidiııgprinciples of what is moral. desir-
able oı ' jııst"}.-* Coıısen'an`oııisıs hate learııed to appeal to people's belief
that excessive exploitation and polltıtioıı are bad for hıımans and the
etı\1`ı'oıuııent and tlıat conseı'\'ation and ste\\'ardslıip are vahıahle to

protect ılıe land. air. water . and ttíldlife for tlıis and futıue geııeı-ations.
Such ıııarketiııg strategies are effective for coııseıwation when the

|›ublic'sbeliefs and values coincirle with tlıose of sound science and
good coıısensatiou policy lt's simply a matter of nıotivating the public
to act in some way to fıu~ther its own heliefs and raltıes. Ho\\̂ e\'eı'. in
the caseofM l̀dfire. the beliefs and values of the conseı'\'ation coıııımı-
niıy (not to ıııeııtion the o\'eı'\\'he|nıing scieııtific evidence and the pro-
fessional opinion of the academic coınmıuıity)' are deeply-and at this
point. almost totally-at oddswith those of the public.

The publicgeııeralh' fears all fire. and geııeıalh' this is a rational
fear. lıı the \\1'ong place. fire is very bad.Wedoıı't want our builclings
to bıırıı. especially not with people in them. Ho\\'e\'er.most of the pub-
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Smoker is a creation of tlıeAd (Iottııeil. aıı entin' tlıat seeks to do good
foı' good causes by ıııarslıaliııgad\'ertising industry talent to use their
skills_at least once iıı a while-for a higher purpose than selling
unııecessary and/or poorly madeerap that wreaks lıax oe oıı our iııdi-
\1`dııal and collective waistliııes. poekethooks. and/or self-esteenı.

Sınokey should go hack to selıool and update his message. lfs hap-
peııed before. Sıııokeys original 19-Hmessage was that all fires in tlıe
forest weıe had (_"Only yon can pı'e\'entfoı~est fiı'es"). Iıı2001. Smokey
ehanged his tıuıe . tlıeıı stating that there are both good and had fires
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Sıtelı marketing strategies are effective for er›tıser\'ation when the

|›tıblie's heliefs and values roiııcitle with those of sound seienee atıd
good eoııseıiatioıı poliei. lt's simply a matter of ıııutivatiııg the ptıhlie
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biodiversity. tlıe pn`stine watersheds. and the beauty of the area. Then
a portion of it btu-ned. as forests lıavebeen doing throughout the ages
in the Klamath-Siskiyou ecoregion. After tlıe fire. the editor changed
his mind. lıı his view. since the forest had bımıed. the area was ııo
longer national-park quality. .-\ year later. muclı of Yellowstoıte
.\'ational Park bunıed. However. tlıis editor ııever wrote an editorial
calling for the parlis abolishmeııt.

While a bnmed forest is ııo t pretty.Wildfire is eitlıer the birth of
the next forest or the continuation of the present oııe. Before nature
reveals lıer healing powers and rebirth. a bunıed landscape offendsour
aestlıeties ofwhat a forest should loolt lilte.The public needs to think
beyond today s̀ video clip ofa singed forest aııd understand that both
the forest that was aııd the forest that will be are depeııdent oıı fire. ll'
more of the public saw the rebirth of the Yellowstone forests that
burııed in 1988. they would better tuıderstand this phenonıenon.

2. EXPOSE THE FIRE-l.\`DL'STRl.\L C0 .\ l PI .EX

Tlıe fire-industrial complex mıtst beexposed for the racket it appears
to be-an annual raid oıı the public treasury for euriching private
interests. furthering bureaucratic careers. aiding reelectious. and pro-
viding a feedstock ofpublic timber for private gain. Theñre-industrial
complex is a "racket" iıı almost every sense of the word:

racket n 1: confused clattering noise: cμuıoı. 2a:socialwhirl or
exciternent. b: the strainofexcitingor tryingexperiences. 3a: a
fraudulent scheme. enterprise. or acti\1 t̀y. b: a usually illegiti-
mat e enterprise made workable by bribery or intinıidation. c:
an easy aııd lucrativemeansof livelihood. dz slang: occt' t›.\ı1o.\' .
ııt 'sı.\ızss.°

Staggering sttms ofnıoney are spent in mostly futile attempts to
extinguish nildfires.Taxpayers are beingfleeced byaıı iron quadran-
gle of govenunent bureatıcrats. private contractors. timber corpora-
tions. and elected officials.

Government bureaucrats relv on private contractors and timber
corporations to lobby elected officials to give the bureaucrats money.
nıtıch ofwhich is passed through to contractors to supposedly prevent
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timber from burning. so it can be logged ınore profitably later by the
eorporations. This is all doııe in the name ofand under the cover of the
publie's genııine-though igııorant and nıisplaced-concem about
forests and fire.

Every player in the fire-industrial complex pıılls its weight. If it is
a slow \\1'ldfire season. sometimes someone-usually iıı the contract-
ing corps. sometimes in the bnreaucracy-may well star t fires to get
tlıe money flowing. Frontcountry ñrefighters are paid ftıll time
whether something is burningor not. Backcountry fireñghters aııd/or
fire companies are not paidas much. or at all. unless there is a fire to
be foııglıt.

3. HOLD FIRE BL`RE.AUCR.\TS ACCOL'.\"I`ABLE

Tlıe public ııeeds to understand that the paramilitary effort iıı gener-
ally futile attenıpts to put out wildfires can cause more enyironnıental

lıarın than is purportedly caused by a Wildfire left to burn. Fish-killing
fire-retardaııt clıenıicals in streams.eroding bulldozed fire lines. felled
(aııd later logged) trees. backburns. and bumouts are far more

destrucn`ve than natural \\-ildfires. and often result iıı hotter firesf
Electedofñcials give government ageııcies a blank check wlıeıı it

comes to payíng bureaucrats and private coıırractors to fight wildfire.
The limitation on speııding during fire season is ııot set byany sort of
budget.but bythe simple fact that there are ııo more people or equip-
ment available to becoııtracted at any price.

4. E ) l P O \ V E R PYROPHILES

Since the early 19Ü'0s.scientists at Oregoıı State University have urged
Forest Service officials to burn the grass balds of _\laıys Peak on tlıe
Siııslaw .\ational Forest.For almost as loııg. the Forest Service has said
that it lıas plans to do just that. Historically. this highest poiııt iıı the
Oregon Coast Range has not beeıı covered with forest. primarily
because of Native .-\rneı'ican and lightnitıg-caused burning.Besides the
cultural and aestlıetic reasons to keep the balds. they are also great
wildflower lıabitat. Today. still tınclıallenged byfire. the noble fir trees
continue their iguoblemarch upon the meadow.
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Electedofficials give govertunent agetıcies a blank check when it
comes to payíng bureaucrats and private contractors to fight wildfíre.
The linıitation oıı speııding during f̀n'e season is not set byany sort of
budget.but bythe sinıple fact that there are ııo more people or equip-
ment available to becoııtracted at any price.

4. E .\ IPO\VER PYROPHILES

Since tlıe early 19'.'0s. scientists at Oregon State University lıave urged
Forest Service officials to burn the grass balds of .\larys Peak oıı tlıe
Siuslaw .\'ational Forest.For almost as long. the ForestSenice has said
that it has platıs to do just that. Historieally. this lıiglıest point iıı the
Oregon Coast Range has not been covered with forest. priınarily
because of NativeAmerican and liglttıtitıg-causedburning.Besides the
cultural and aestlıetic reasons to keep the balds. they are also great
wildflovrer habitat. Today. still unchallenged byfire. the noble fir n°ees
continue their iguoble march upoıı the meadow.
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There is prohahly not a ınore risk-free tnaiıageınent httrn than on
Älan_'s Peak.The risk of a fire luırniııg ottt of control almost ttil. The
haltl is the highest point in the Coast Range and fire ttsually travels

ııphill. The sttrrottntliug forest is nolıle fir~not Douf_flas-fir_aninfli~
eator of seasoıtal sıiow pacl; and adequate resichtal nıoisture. The
Sittslavv _\ational Forest is a rainforest. _\o1¬tl1west Oregon has the low«
est iııeidenee of lightning strikes in the lower ~t8 states. .\attu^al forest
in the O1'e§_\'on (joastRange thus hurns only during the most severe <,lr_\¬

and \\'ind§' Weather. Such extreıneWeather Contílitions are very rare antl
easy to plan for and tnanage arountl.

Yet. in over three deeades. no Forest Seıviee official has had the
eourage to drop the mateh. even if the first stornıafter the annual stun-
tne r tlrou§_›'ht is preclieted in the next 2+ hours.Btıreatıeratie ineentives-
hoth positive aıırl ııeíıative-iteetl to he ehangetl so professional inan-

agers are eneotıragetl to restore natural wiltlfire to natural eeosysteıııs.

5. R 1 - Ã ( I l . A S S l F Y M O S T B A D F I R E S XS G O O D F I R E S

ln tlıe late 1(WUs. a liglıtıiiırg-eaıısetl \\'il<lfire ertıptetl in tlıe Hells

(Äaı1y<,›i1 \\'iltlerı1ess on the lflalıo-()regoıı hortler. The terrain is' hella-
eitıus, aiııl the sparse tinılter in the area is off-limits to ltıggitıg. 'llhe
management plan saicl that natttrally caused fire in the llells (lanyon
\Yil<,let'ness woultl he allowed to hurıı. antl intleetl the \\'iltlfire was left
alone to ehl)autl flowwith the «layaıttl night antlwhiıns ofthe Weather
antl available fuel. lt was a niee.healthy. and ttecessary fire.

Ho\\'e\'e1'. the \\'il<lfiı'e eventttally erossetl the line front a "gtıotlu fire
to a "lıatl" fire. 'lhe liıtewas the llells (faıiyon \\'il(le1'ness l)otu1daı†.The
fire inovetl froın proteetetl "\\"ilderttess" to tınproteetetl x\il<_le1'11e.s.s.
These \\1`l<.lla_utls acljaeent to the flesignatetl \Vil<len1ess Were just as nat-
ural. roa<.lless. and wild (and had as few eom_tne1'ciall§' valııable ntees).
itıtl though tlıese lauclswere in a national recreation area. the ınanage-
uıeut p1~eset'ipti<›rt i_n ease ofwil<.l_fi_re was full aud itninecliate "sıtppres-
sion." Assoon as the \\'ilclfit'e eı't›s.'set'.l the got'›d-l_›acl líıottnclary. the Forest
Serx-ice firerl up its firefig_'ltti11gmachineaııtl spent severalmillion tlollars
over just tt few clays to try to put out the now-unatıthorized fire. The
fearless firefighters only ahatıcloııecl their l-Ierettleaıı e.x'pencl.itıtre after
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tlıey awoke one August nıorııitıg to sııow. X0problem. There would be
another wiltlñre soon enough to go play with. while tlıe taxpayers pay.

6. DISTI_\`G[`ISH BET\VEE.\ ` GOOD
_-\.\`D BAD FIREFICHTERS
A good fireñghter fights had fires: a bad fiırefighter ñghts good ñres.
Fíresiıı the froııteouııtry are generally bad: fires iıı tlıe baekemııırry are
generally good.Añıefiglıter wlıo goes into burııíııg btıildiııgs to try to
save people is a good and lıeroic firefighter.Afirefighterwho goes iııto
tlıe burning backcoıuıtry to tıy to stop nature-or risks his or lıer life
trying to save soıııeoııes inappropriately placed tlıird hoıııe-is a bad
aııd foolish firefiglıter.

hı this post-9/11 era. wlıeıı we are tragically slıort of heroes as it
is. froııtcouııtry firefighters are true heroes who doıı't get paid any-
where near enough for what society asks of tlıem.Their conıpeıısatioıı
comes ınore from helpingothers aııd occasioııally baskiııg in the pub-
lic gratitude that episodically befalls them after performinga particu-
larly selfless (and usually very dangerous. and sometimes tragic) act.

Backcoııııtry firefighters receive ınisplacetlgratiıııtle. if ı ıo t adula-
tíoıı. Dining the 2002 Biscuit Fine oıı tlıe Siskiyou Xafioııal Forest in
Oregon. haııdınade and heartfelt signs ofappreciatioıı sprouted iıı the
ııearhy to\\1ı of Cave Junction fot' the battalioııs of firefiglıters who
eııcaınped there for several weeks.

Iıı the case oftheBiscııiıFireand many other ñres. the hottest and
most tlaııgerous burns were those set by the firefiglıters themselves as
backbıırns anrl bıınıouts. Tlıese officially saııctioned burııs were far
more threateııing to the totnı tlıaıı the ııaturallyhurniııgBiscuit Fire-
yet eveıı those backburııs were ııot much ofa threat.

Xoııetlıeless. the thick smoke that hungover the totvıı. along with
resideııts being able to see some glowiııg eıııbers at night aııd all those
firefighters hanging arouııtl. meaııt that ınost totvıısfolk were indeed
truly scaretl. even if they had little reasoıı to be.

Eveııtually. as other fires (actually. even better money) called. the
Biscııit Firesettled into an ııneas_\' trtıce with firefiglıters (it was extiıı-
guislıed only after the fall rains came).
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(_\.B.:Tothis day. most oftlıe hoınes iıı aııd arotııtdCave Junction
are not lirc-safe. Toomany still have flanınıable roofs and flammable
vegetation adjacent to them. At this writing [August 200-3]. even the
Forest Senice ranger station fails tlıe guideliııes for defensible space
aroıuıd bnildings. as posted on its o \ \ ' ı ı bnlletin board.)

7. CHALLE.\`CE T H E MED IA COVERACE

While some ııational media lıave cıitically reexamined tlıeir reportiııg
ofwestern tvildfires. most regional and local ınedia lıave ııot.

How many news ıeports have you heard that say. "The fire lıas
'destroyed' X thousancl acres"? Even at groundzero. aıı acre is still aıı
acre: it is ııot destroyed. What they probably meant to say is that "X
tlıottsaııds ofacres offores! have been destroyed." Hovvever. tlıat's ı ıo t
true eitlıer. The forest was changed. altered. aııd renevved-not
desrroyed. _\lany news reports speak of "clıarred" forest. when "singed"
is more accıuate.

lroııically. nıaııy news organizations correctly report that it is
\ \ 'eal l ıer_ı ıut lıtnııan effon_tlıat finally quaslıes wildfircs. There are
coııntless quotes front the fire boss oıı scene that s ta te in effect. "We
had tlıe fıre coııtaiııed. btıt then the tveatheı' changed." or "We now
have the fire controlled. thanks to soıııe help froın the weatlıer."
Weatlıer ignites ınost tvilclfires. and xveather extingnislıes ıııost wild-
fn'es.

Wildfire nıedia coverage nıay he di\1 d̀etl into three categoıies:
before. during. and after the fine.The best reporting is always after a
fire has goııe out. The worst repoıting is during the fire. while the
reporting before a Wildfire flares np is nıived.

Fire-industrial-conıplex public relations flacks keep bnsy iıı the
off-season. Before the fire. the stories they ptıslı are generally of two
geııera: proıecting hoınes front ttildfire or oıııiııoııs predictioııs of a
coming terribleWildfire season.

The lıonıe-protection stories focus on efforts to help yvildland-
urban interface honıeo\\'ners take prtıdent and effective ıneastu'es to

prevent their Iıoıtıes from btnitingwhen a tfildfire does Conte .
The coming-terrible-vvildfire-season stories aı¬e vvorse. Without

exception. the story line is that the next xviltlfire season could possibly
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coııntless quotes froın tlıe fire boss oıı scene tlıat state in effect. "We
had tlıe ñre coııtaiııed. btıt then the tveatheı' changed." or "We now
have the fire controlled. thanks to soıne help froııı the weather.“
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fire lıas goııe out. The worst repoıting is during the fire. while the
reporting before a Wildfire flares np is nıixed.
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preveııt their lıoıııes from bıniıingwhen a \\1 l̀dfit°e does coıııe.
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he tlıe worst oıı record. lf tlıe spring was dry. then the fire-industriaI-
complex ıııouthpiece forecasts "lıorribly tinderbox conditions" for
tlıe coming summer and fall. If it was a ııotably wet spring. tlıen tlıe
public relations line is that tlıe wet weatlıer lıas "caused somuch plaııt
growth that. when it clries ont. it \\ illproticlemor e fuel for dcstrııctivc
\\1`ldfiı'es!" hı aııy case. the fire-iııdustrial coıııplex-taxpayeı-s will-
iııg-is always ready to milk tlıe challenge.

.\ledia coverage during a wildfire is-with reıy few exceptions-
appallíııg. There are ıııultiple reasoııs for this.

First. ı ı ıost reporters are geııeralists-parficularly on television.
wlıere most people get their news-wlıo don't know nıuclı about
ııattu'e and tfildfire. and so they ı ı ı us t rely oıı wlıat they are fed l›y the
fire-industrial-complex public relations flacks. lıı the course of a
weeks work. the saıne reporteı'might do stories oıı a \\1 l̀dfire. a lıotıse
fire. a car \\Tecl~;. a football game. a city coıuıcil meeting. a robbery.
aııd the circus coming to towıı.

Second. wilclfire areas are tightly controlled.Reporters are lıerded
byflacks to see oıılywlıat the fire propaganda machine waııts tlıeın to
see. and are told only what the fire-industrial complex wants thenı tu
hear.

Third. television images are selected for the nıost iıııpact. A typi~
cal cool-bımıiııg fire oıı the forest floorwonlt make C_\'_\'. Only atypi-
cal lıot-burniııg "croxnı" fires make it on the news. (Cmxnı fires do
occur. but on conıparahly little acreage.) Dispatehing an expensive
satellite uplink truck to the scene must be justifietl \\1̀th compelling
footage.

Fotırtlı. \¬iewers--especially the 98 percent that are Smokey Beaıfs
faitlıful-want lıoth to see drama aııd to hear good news.They love
\-ie\\1̀ ng people and ınacliiııes nıarshaled to fight a \\1 l̀dl̀ ire and save
lıoıııes. Ifasked. theywould say that wildlands ñrefiglıting isoııe of the
few things they dont mind paying taxes for.

Tlıe coverage after a wildfire is almost ıuıjfornıly good. The fol-
low-np pieces are not doııe as "brealeiııg"news aııd are therefore nıore
tlıouglıtful aııd better researclıed. Tlıey often focus on the nıagııificeııt
healiııg powersofnattıre.Reporters who specialize in science. the envi-
roıııııent.or natural resourcesusually dothese stories. They tend to be
print stories. ı ıo t television.
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Tlıe coverage after a wilclfire is ahnost uniforınly good. The fol-
low-ıtp pieces are not done as "breaking" ııews and are therefore ıııore
thouglııftıl aııd hetter researched. Tlıey often focus oıı the ınagııificent
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print stories. ııo t television.
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8. SHOVT T H E F Ü T I L I T Y A N D COS T
OF FICHTING BACKCOTf \` TRY F T R ES

Thepublic innst bemade to realize that the en\'iro11nıeı1tal iinpaets ou
air. water. anrl soil from firefighting ean exeeefl those from the Wild-
fire itself. That the long-terni upsides ofWildfire outweigh any short»
terni clowıısitles. That most of the fires that the fi re-in (lu .¬'trial 00111-

plex elaiıns to have extinguislıecl Wotıld lıave gone out aıiyway. That
alter a wilclfire reaelies critical mass. it is Weather that dietates the
Course of the fire. nothuınan inte1'\ ention. That the huge sunis .spent
trying to put out what are in laet henefieial fires at the height of the
xxilclfire season would be better spent: helping people fire-safe
littıilcliııgsı p1*e\'euti11§_›' fires in the l'1*o11tı'<'ni11tr§'. where inost people
live: aiul starting (presC1'il)e(,l) lires in the l)ael<e<›ııntry the rest of
the\'eartı'›1'e<t0re natural lıre reg ıiııes aıııl healtlıy l«›re5t.¬L

9. SHOW' T H E IVTILITY OF ÄIAKl.\'C

_\l.L B LTLD I NC S FIRE-SAFE

'l`lıe t\'il<llau<l~tırlıan inteı'laee (\\'l`l. ur "1l'(')O-<'<'" /̀' is \\ here the l'r«,›nt-
<'ountr )' and l›ael;e<›ııntı'y eolliıle. l-̀ iı'epro<›liiııg \\'l il .¬"lru<'tures (fan rea-

s<›nal›l}' ensure that they will not ignile lr<›nı nearby fire.“ lt wonltl he
nltıeh ınore elficierıt for the g<ı\'ernn1ent to require m›r1fla1nı11al)le rnolf-
ing niaterial and Vegetation nianageınent within a few huntlred feet of
a house o i ' other lnıildiııg than trying to fight “lil fires. h1(lee<l. it
woulcl l›e inurh Cheaper loi' taxpayers to pay the full eost ol' fireproof-
ing private property than the eost of our present \\'ildfire strategjı
Builtlings Can and shoulcl he defeiitletl against Wildfire; forests cannot
and should not be.

10. P R O Ä I O T E A NEW ' ICON FOR I Ü Y E N I L E S

OF A L L A C ES

The creation of Forest Serxíee Eınployees for l:.11\*i1°oı1mei1tal Ethics.
ReclclySquirrel teaelies children (and adults) that the l)est_an(l niost

responsil3le~Way to protect lıuildiııgs against \\'ildfire is to C re a te antl
nıaintain a clefensilıle spare arouınl theın. and to use flame-resifstant
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construction. Reddv is cute and lovableand ıvearsa hard hat aııdwork
boots (but no pants).°

Il. TR.\.\'SI-`ER RESPO\`SlBll.lT\` FROM THE PUBLIC
SECTOR T0 THE PRl\'.-\TE SECTOR

The coutrast between l̀ ıre regulations in the frontcountrv and tlıe
backcotuıtry is renıarkable. Building codes in cities are full ofproxi-
sions to prevent structures from burning. or. if they do. from burning
otlıers. Firewalls are required between buildings. fire doors for stair-
vrells. fire-resistant buildiııgmaterials. and so on. lt is illegal i.tımost
jnrisdictions to lıave unmowed fields in sunımer within city linıits.
Ecceııtrics are prevented from fllling their hoıııes withold neu-spapers
lest a fire start . Commercial buildiııgs have spriııklers and otlıer fire
preventioıı or fire control defices. Private honıes are built to code and
must have smoke detectors. Fevver regulations exist forWU buildings.

lıı the frontcountıy. ones taxes pav for the cost of f̀u'e prevention
aııd ñre control. ln the viildland-urban interface. few fire districts
exist. \\1'l building ovmers may pay a small fee to a state forestry
agency for ñre protection. but it novvhere approaches the costs of fire
protection. Other taıpavers pick up the remainder of the cost.

Few insurancepolicies distingııishbetween highly regulated front-
country buildings and essentially uıuegulated buildings iıı the Wfl (or
even the backcountrv. where ıto buildings shoııld be): ınost charge all
policyholders the same. Thusmost insuranceholders end up subsidiz-
ing the few that live in tlıeWoods. Other kinds of insurance routinelv
distinguish between good and bad drivers and give discounts to non-
smokers. .\lost homeovmer̀s insurancemakes those who live in flood
zones and "tonıado allevs" aııd hurricane cotunry pay more (or have
more "Act ofGod" exclusions). but for some reason the same logic is
not applied to people who build iıı the path of fıre.

12. STOP THE CYCLE OF B Ü I L D .-\.\'D B|.'R.\' .«\.\'D
BUILD .\.\'D Bl.'R.\' _-\.\'D BUILD .-\.\'D . . .
.-\ major role of govemment is to prevent people from doing stupid
things. especially things that also have the potential to harın others.
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(§on~ı'ıuııı-ııt ~ı›ııı«~ıiıııı~~ |iıııiı< |wn|ıIf~'~nlıiliıy ıu build in flrıııılpleıiııs. ll
reqııirefl life jaıı'|û l~ on aıll \\zıtf.'ı'«-ı°aI'ı. Bııi|<liııg iıı ılıe lmtlı nl' \\ ilrlfirv
i<nn fIíff'ı›ı'eııı ılıaıı lıııilıliııg an ıııı.¬'ııfe l,›ııil(liıı_ı.

lıı an v.\aııı|›|v of~ııp|›|<\-.~'i«|<~ e«¬nlng_\'. in 1932 Pn-\¬ifI«-ııt Rnııalıl
Rezıgaııı ›i_:ııf~ı| imıı |a\\ Ilıı: ( .0a¬l:ıl Baıı'ı'í«~ıi~= R«n~'uııı̂ «~ı~s H_\'±u-ııı -(('IBRS ı̀.
Th« law |'›r0|ıi|ıit¬' the* vxp«-ıı(litııı'e uf feı,|ı›ra| fıııııl.-› iıı .<pP<*ifieıl l0\\'-
l_\'iıı_ı ııııılffwlııpeıl aı'mı.=- uıı thv Ea.¬ı and Gulf (f«›n±t.~ rlıaı an- ufteıı
ı'a\'a'__'eı,| hy |ıııı'ı'iı~:ııııf~. lıı unit« nf ıhe (ÃBR5. nn feılwal fuıı<|.~ zırv
m'ai|;ı|)|«~ fm' |ıiglı\\>a_\'.¬. ~e\\'<~ı' ›} ~le=ııı›. fluncl iıı<urııııcı›. ıli~'u„~'teı' ıwlie-l̀ .
ııml «ıılu-r |ıı~«›±:ı'nııı.~ ılıııl eııı-r›ııı':ı5_fv |›ı~ı›|›|ı~ tn Iıııilıl iıı lıaıı̂ ııı'.~' way. Th«
|̀ ı~ıl«-nıl _-_~«ı\'eı'ıııııı~ııı ı|«›ı~= ııut |›ı~«~\'ı-ııı ıı lmrııl _~_fıı\'«~ı'ıııııı›ııı nr |›ı'i\'a1ı†~
|aııı|ı›\\ıır~r frnııı ılı-\f~lı›|›iıı§_' nr |›ııi|(|iıı_1mı_\l1ıiıı_{_'iıııı(fHRSııııi|: irjıı~l
ı°ı~ııım'f›~ Ihe |›ı›_~.~i|›i|ily nf l›ı~ı|f'ı'ıı| l›ııi|ı›ııı~ ııftvı' tlıv iııı~\ iuıl›lı~ ı|i.~ıı~'l«'ı*.
ll lıaı~ \\ııı'|›wı| \f~r_\ well.

lıı ıııınllıvı' ı~.\aıııı|›|«~. aıfıvı' r«~hııi|ı|iııf_f ı~ıı|iı*ı~ ı«›\\'ıı.¬ ııııı||i|›|ı~ |iııı<~.~
I'ı›ll«›\\iııj_~ .\|i~~i~~i|›|›i lšiwı- |›|«›ı›<|.~. ılıı- fı-ı|ı~ı'ıı| _un\-ı~ı'ıııııı~ııı |ı:ı~ |›:ıi«| ın
ıIN›\ 'ı- ı'|ıliı'ı~ | ı ı \ \ ' I ı~ ıml nf llıı' |'|ııııı||›|i|iIl.

lı i~ıiıııı- I'ıır ¦ı |ı«›|i«-_\̀ ılıaıl |›ııı~ \\ l l|›ııi|ı|iııμ ı ›\ \ ' ı ı ı -r ¬ ıııı ıııııiı-ı~ Ilıııı
_<_'ı›\'ı-rıııııı-ııı \\i|| ıı~›|nııy_1f›ı'l›:ıi| ılıı-ııı ııııı «Iııriııfıııııı|aıl'ıı~ı'l|ıı~ ııı~.\ı fir«-.
.\ııı~|ı an|›ı›|ıı-\ \\«›ıı|«| |ıııı \ \ l llıııılılıııμ n\\ ııı*r~ ıııı ılıviı' ııwıı. l|ıı~\" ı-aııı
:ı¬~ıııııı~ ılıı- rı-k ılıı-ııı~ı-Iw-_ ılıı-_\' ı-an pay In lıı'ı=-~ıı|ı~ ılıvıı' ~ırııvıııı~ı~~.
ılıv) mmı'ı'«~aııı› firı- ıIi~ıı'i<'ı~ aııııl ıa\ ılıvııı-ı~|\«~.~ I'«›ı' ılıı-ir ı›\\ ıı fin- |›ı'ıı-
ırvıiıııı. ur ılıı-§ mııı ıln ıınılıiııg.Tlıaıı i.¬ ılıv .\nıı'riı'ııııwııy.

I3. ST.\R\ E THE BF..\S' l`

Tlır- ıiııılwı' iıı«Iıı¬ıı'y Iı›ı~ lung Iı«-ııvfiıvıl lıy ııuı lıııviııg I'«›r››~ı~ l*›ııı'ıı. ¬~ı›
||ıı*_\' ı'uıı|<l ln- |ı›g_~_fı-(I zulhviı' l±~i.~uı'e~. |lu\\'ı~vrı'. |›ul›|i<- aıniuı«|«~.¬-ı~~|›ı--
riıılly almııı |ııı|,›|i«- fı'ıı'ı--ı~-lızıw vlıııııgıwl. Tlıv pııhlic ıın Iııııger \ ie“-
pulıliv fnı-ı~<ı.~ as fııııııızıiıh uf ıiıııber. l›uı rar|ıı~ı° a.~ refıı_ıia nf bi<›«li\'r~r-
siry. .-uıın.-ef nfc«›l«.I clean \\;ııer. ı'eı~r«~atiıııı .<μ«›ıs. unclweııiı' \¬i.~ızıs. In
l]1i~ ı'ı1~ı*. Ihr |›ıl|ı|iv'< \̀ 3llı«-.¬ a|lı| |)r'|ir*f.'~ zıl`6 ı'ı›ı'l'r'ı'I.

l̂ h̀«~ ıinılwı- imlu›ıı'} |ııı.¬ (li.~.-<m~ı'<~c| ılıaı ılwiı' lu'-sı und |:ı=1 lınpe ı«›
cmııiııııı- ln§_f_-_fiıı¦_Y |›ııhli«~ fı›ı'ı-sts i~' ln ı'cıı›\̂ iı1Pı~ th« |›ıı|›|iı' Ihm llw only
\\':«ı}' lu ~u\«- iı~ «*Iıı~ı'i.~"lı«-«I f«›ı'r~.+ı.~ fıwıııı \\'i|<,ll'iı'v i.¬ ru log ılıvııı.
lıırn-a<iıı±!l_\'. ı|ıı~ ıiınlıı-r iııılıısıry i¬ ıııakiııg it~ nı< ›\ 'ı -¬ nn ılıe lııılıliı-'\~'

'I2
"12

'I2

Irı-ı›.~ ;ı|'ıı-r ı~\ı-ı'_\ \\'i|ı||'iı'e, |'«ı.~ı\\'i|«lfiı'ı= lıı ' zı ı ı ı ını he rw-ıı|ı›_~_fiı̀zı||_\'
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_iıı=ıifie«:|.'" ".¬`al\'uge lııggiııg" aıfteı' a \\'i|ıilfiı'0 iv ıloıııf 01ı|_\ fur ı;=c«_ıııoıııiv
rcu.~«.›ıı.<. aı ı ı l-c\ 'ı~ı ı nıı'›1'›= ıllnıı \\'i||ı 1'ı*gıı1aı' tiın|'›ı=ı' .-a1h*~>_l|ıri* laı_\pıı)'-
ı~ı'=' .¬ıÜ1›:=iı;liz<- it. Salwıge lııggiııg «Ines nothing m hvlp ı'«›plaı:e. rı-strırv.
nr ı 'ı~ı_*o\ı.~ı ' a hurııecl foı'ı:=l. li«-ıılııgically. lngging after eı fıııfsl fire ia
akiıı ru ıııuggiııg aı l›ııı'ıı \ iı.-ıiııı.

v
So. whaıı is ıhe ı~ııı1.-ı~ıwııi«›11 ııı0\'ı~ı11L*ııI In (|0 \\'hcıı thı' ı11:ı.¬'.'¬'e.¬ art' .~ı;›

\\-|~«›ıı_g̀? \@Tlım-mııı n«m=ıl in "( Civil Di¬«ıI1f~«]iı'~ııı'ı-_" ".\Inı'<-ı'm~ı'. aııy ınaın
ıııı›ı~ı~ ı'i}_'|ıı tlıam his ııı-ig|ı|›r›ı'¬'. «_~ı'›ıı¬'rilıılP.~' ıı ınzı_im'iı§* nl' nm* :ılı'vm'h'.""

'l̀ lı«~rr |ıaı\ı- Iwoıı ıiıııı~¬ in ıhi.¬ ıımiıııı wlıeıı ıhır \ '; ı .¬'ı ın;ıjnı'irynf ıhv
|›ııl›|iı* haı~' hm-ıı \\-1-ı›ıı_-_' nıı i~¬'ıır~.¬. , \ ı the ıiııw. ui' ı~r›ııı'¬'ı~. ı|ııı.¬-ı~ in ıhır
ıııaıjııı'i1} hm! ıın vlıu- Ihe) \ \ -ı~ı 'ı - \\-n›ıı›g. lu-ı.~aııı.+ı= ııı.=.-1ı'|}' «~\̀ ı-ı'_\'<ıııeaııwıııml
ılıı-ııı fvh Ilıv ~ıııııı~ \\':ı_\'. ||ı,›\\'ı-wi“, ı-\'«*ıı ı'›\'vı'\\'|ıı~1ıııiıı_~_fııızıj< ı̀ı“i|iı›-< um |›e
«-lıaıııgml rm-ı' riııır. 'l'|ıı›r«~ıııı «›|ı|ııı.¬ı_=ı| .¬|a\-my ııı a ıiıııv \\'|ı«-n aı major-
il_\* nf .\ıııeriı'aıı~' fa\'ı›ı'ı'~ı| thı- pı̂ au:ti«~r~. <_ıı' at |f†a.<ı diıl nm oplııjısı' it
'pıí›liIiıfaı|l}'. Ihe rffert is i«|eııIiı"a1`j.

(_Iı_›ıı,~eı'\aıtimıists are not gniııg tu <-ı›ıı\'ı~ı~t the pııhliı' rm ıhe\\'ilLlfiı'e
issııv hyheiııg sıf~alIlıy. cle\'eı'. or pativııt. ur byusing ılıvpc.-ı'fcct sound
l'›iu›. _\leı'ely lıaviııg hem-ı' „¬'|'›ı_›kc›pe«í›1~ıle fisciı-ııtists, erıliglııeııı-«I [ inf -
figIııeı'~. etvf' will nm bring aıboııı the ııı>«~<'s.¬Taı'y v]ıaı1gv.'¬'. und ııppeııl-
ing I0 the pııbliıfs vxisıiııg |›†_-ließ aııfl \aı1uı›'¬' w\'ı›ıı't v<ıı1.'sı'~ı'\'r_~ |'01'ı*.~'t$
eiılıer. 0111) hy ı~nnl'ı'ı›ıııiııg Ihe- pıılıliv-uıırl fı›ı'('iıı_ı: il I0 first ı'<~«~x:ıııı-
iııı* nıııl ıheııclınııgv its «_~ıı1lerıi\'e |›e1i«›l'.= mul \aılııı,~¬-rıııı |›«~<j›|ı1<~cm¬x-
iflı \\'iIh l.ı_›ı'ı~.~ı.+ aııııl \\ ilı||̀ ir«+*.

(Iıııı.-'-iılvı' nıheı' poIiIi«'ııl i.~;¬1ıı~< ıı|›uııl vclıiıflı ıııu.¬ı ul' Ihe |›ıı|›|iı¬
«-\'ı'ııluaıll_\' r|ıaıı_-,mi ılıeiı' ıııiııı|.¬ lw<'aııı.¬'v ılıeiı' |›e]iı~l';~_› und \':ılıı<~.¬' \\'<~ı'ı~
rlirı-ı'lh ı'|ıaı|lvıı_-_fı~ı|-l'r›ı~ «~.\;:ııııpI«~. child laılınr. \\'«,ııııaıı .«ııl̀ l'r:ıg<›. .se_<_fı'ı¬-
sızııiıııı. .~ıııı›kin'_'. ›ı-â ıthı~ll~. |'zı«'i!̀ i«_' \ı›rıh\\'ı~¬t «›|«|','-"I'ı†›\\'ılı 1«›.9f-'iııi-5.
>̀ ı›ııı«›~ıiıııe~~ il tzıkvê aı |1ıınmıı }_'<~ıı<-ı'miuıı fm' Ihr |›u|›|i(".~' ı'Ul|ı~ı,'ti\'Hmiıırl
In ı~|ıaıı_¦ıı¬ uıı an i<<ıw.

Bı›fnn~ > ı̀ııı›kı=)' Bear l›ı'aıiıı\\'ıı.~lıe«l .-\ım~ı'iı¬:ı. _-\ıııvı'i<-aııı_¬ lıaıl aııııurv
lıaılaıııu-«I aııiııulv u›\\'aı'ıl l'iı'<›. _\Iı›~ı .\rııı~ı'i«'ıııı+--paıı'rivıı|uı'|}' rıırııl ı›ıı«~.<
í\\|ıı›am* ı ı« ›\\ ' fııı' f'«-\\'ı=r iıı Iıııılı ı'c l̂aIí\'«~ mul zıh~'u|ıı1<* ııııııı|ı<~ı'›)_~:ı\\'
fiı'ı~ afl ıı tıı«›| aınl as a pıırt nl' ıız ılıırv. likv the- ıiı]ı*.~'. \\̂ iııd.¬μ aıııl miııs.

(Iuıı\'vı'liıı§_f llıı* \ııı«-ri(~aııı pııhlív lmrk tn aı lıııhıııvwl \'iĉ \\' ulıuul
\\'i|ı|fiı'ı› r z ı ı ı ı ınl lu- au'ı'0ııı|›li¬|ıı~«I ıı\̂ c~ı'ııighl. ll \\'i|| lnkı* ılfl'aı(lı*.¬. 'l̀ Iwı'ı›̂
is ııu \ \ 'aı \ ' ıınııııııl iı. lf il \\ı~ı'ı~ ı»;ı_~\; iı xnıulıl lıaw |;›ı±«=ıı dnııe aılreaılx.


